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1 INTRODUCTION 
ABSTRACT 
The contribution to the expected linear polarization of quasar broad emission and 
absorption lines from resonance scattering is computed using a Monte Carlo 
approach for specific, generic models. Attention is focused on the external 
illumination of the scattering region. The polarization of the reflected component 
from an externally illuminated slab with finite optical depth is first considered as a 
model of a single, dense, broad emission-line cloud. A polarization ;540 per cent 
(;510 per cent) is typically computed for J=O~l (J=1/2~3/2) transitions. 
Integration over a population of emission-line clouds typically reduces the observed 
polarization by a factor '" (0.1-0.3) qBELR' where qBELR is the covering factor for 
emission lines, while preserving the relative polarizations of different lines. 
Consequently, the low degree of polarization observed in the red wings of quasar 
emission lines limits the density of low column density emission-line clouds. 
Broad absorption lines are associated with outflowing gas of lower density. The 
polarization of both the transmitted and the reflected radiation is next computed for 
simple kinematic models of the outflow and the observed integrated polarization in 
the absorption-line troughs is found to be typically'" 10 per cent. An equatorial flow 
model gives a large degree of polarization ( ",0.15) parallel to the symmetry axis in 
the absorption trough for the doublet transition J = 1/2 ~ 1/2, 3/2, and the polarized 
flux is found to extend to the red side. In contrast, we obtain a smaller degree of 
polarization ( '" 0.05) perpendicular to the jet axis from a bipolar flow model and the 
polarized flux is concentrated to the blue side of the line profile. It is predicted that 
the troughs of singlet J = 0 ~ 1 lines, such as C III 2977, should exhibit larger degrees 
of polarization if this is due to resonance scattering. Polarization observations of 
quasar emission lines promise to be a powerful diagnostic of the kinematics of gas in 
the central pc of a quasar. 
Key words: polarization - galaxies: kinematics and dynamics - quasars: absorption 
lines - quasars: emission lines. 
A distinctive and defining property of many active galactic 
nuclei (AGN) is the presence of broad emission lines 
(BELs). Quasars and type 1 Seyfert galaxies typically exhibit 
lines with widths in excess of ~ 1000 km S-1 (e.g. Osterbrock 
1989). In addition, roughly 10 per cent of radio-quiet qua-
sars exhibit broad, blueshifted, absorption-line troughs (e.g. 
Weymann et al. 1985). Although the kinematic details 
remain controversial, these observations are widely inter-
preted in terms of a model in which a central UV continuum 
source is surrounded by a broad-line region containing 
dense clouds moving with large speeds from which ema-
nates an outflow of more tenuous gas (at least in the case of 
the radio-quiet quasars). 
Spectropolarimetry has already contributed much to our 
understanding of AGN. In particular, Antonucci & Miller 
(1985) showed that Seyfert 2 galaxies sometimes show 
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broad-line components in their polarized spectra and 
argued that they were similar to Seyfert 1 galaxies except 
that their broad emission-line regions are occulted by a 
thick molecular torus at low latitude and scattered by elec-
trons at high latitude (e.g. Miller & Goodrich 1990). Polari-
zation can also be created by dust, via transmission and 
reflection, and through scattering by the resonant ions 
themselves. The central regions of AGN are manifestly 
anisotropic, and so it is to be expected that scattering gener-
ally produces polarization in AGN spectra. To date, polariz-
ation observations of AGN spectra have been limited to the 
brightest objects, but the advent of 10-m class telecopes and 
more sensitive polarimeters should increase their role as 
diagnostics. 
Lee, Blandford & Western (1994, Paper I) introduce a 
formalism for computing the polarization of resonantly 
scattered emission lines and Lee (1994, Paper II), used a 
Monte Carlo code to compute the polarization to be 
expected from a population of non-spherical and anisotrop-
ically expanding emission-line clouds. It was found that 
standard emission-line clouds emit almost unpolarized line 
radiation except when they have optical depths r ~ 1 as may 
be the case for the semiforbidden Cm] ,1,1909 transition. 
In this paper, we address the possibility that photons are 
polarized by resonance-line scattering after they have left 
their emission sites. We attempt to make semi-quantitative 
statements about the expected degree and direction of the 
polarization of quasar lines. We do this in the context of 
some fairly general, geometrical and radiative assumptions 
about the emitting and scattering gas, which we introduce in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we compute the polarization to be 
expected from scattering within the emission-line region. 
We first perfonn Monte Carlo simulations of scattering by a 
single, stationary cloud and then estimate the integrated 
polarization from a large population of clouds. We next tum 
to broad absorption line (BAL) quasars (BALOs). The line 
photons that appear to be 'absorbed' are actually scattered 
by anisotropically distributed, outflowing gas with modest 
line optical depths. We compute the magnitude of the 
resulting polarization in some simple kinematic models of 
the outflow using a hybrid Sobolev-Monte Carlo method in 
Section 4. Global models are presented in Section 5. Finally, 
inferences that can be drawn from existing polarization 
observations of AGN and the promise of future observa-
tions are discussed in Section 6. 
2 GENERIC QUASAR MODEL 
2.1 Emission-line region 
We suppose, in common with many models (e.g. Netzer 
1990), that there is a compact, central continuum source of 
unpolarized ionizing radiation of size ;s 1016 cm, surrounded 
by a zone, of size RBELR;S 1 pc, in which are found dense, 
line-emitting clouds [with electron density ne ~ 108_1010 
cm-3 and temperature T~(1-3) x 104 K]. We further sup-
pose that this gas has a small filling factor f~ 10-6 (RBELR/l 
pC)-2, a modest broad emission-line region (BELR) cover-
ing factor qBELR ~0.1, and an ionization parameter U=.nuv/ 
ne ~ 0.1-1. The velocity distribution of the clouds within this 
zone determines the line profiles, and the clouds may well 
be stratified so that ions with different ionization potentials 
are concentrated at different distances from the central 
continuum source (e.g. Peterson et al. 1990). In addition, we 
suppose that there is an opaque disc/torus which prevents 
an observer from seeing the emission lines from an equa-
torial direction as well as from the other hemisphere. 
For present purposes, we need only suppose that indivi-
dual clouds may be modelled as discrete regions that are 
individually optically thick to the permitted resonance-line 
photons of primary interest to us. In standard cloud models, 
the hydrogen column densities are supposed to be 
N H ~ 1022_1023 cm -2, at least five orders of magnitude larger 
than the minimum column density needed to be optically 
thick to most of the prominent emission lines (except the 
C m] ,1,1909 semi-forbidden line). The connectivity and con-
finement of these clouds is problematic. One possibility 
(Rees 1987; Emmering, Blandford & Shlossman 1992, 
henceforth EBS), is that both the confinement and accelera-
tion be attributable to the action of a strong magnetic field. 
The origin of the emission gas is not especially relevant 
here, although accretion discs (e.g. EBS), giant stars (e.g. 
Scoville & Norman 1995) and supernovae (e.g. Perry & 
Dyson 1985; Williams & Perry 1994) have all been con-
sidered. 
Of great importance for determining the polarization is 
the velocity distribution of these clouds. It is observed that 
quasar line profiles are centrally peaked with velocity widths 
~ Vern ~ 10 000 km S -1. This is generally supposed to repre-
sent space motion of the emitting gas (although electron 
scattering may contribute to the wings of the lines: Wey-
mann 1970; EBS). In some quasars, the high-ionization 
lines (HILs) are blueshifted with respect to the low-ioniza-
tion lines (LILs) , and some broad lines have blue asym-
metry (e.g. Peterson et al. 1991, 1994; Corbin & Francis 
1994). This is roughly consistent with an accretion disc 
model in which a wind accelerates away from a disc. We 
shall adopt this interpretation for illustrative purposes and 
use it to bring out some features of line formation in the 
polarized flux. 
2.2 Formation of broad absorption lines 
The troughs in BALOs are observed in highly ionized, per-
mitted lines and their velocity widths range up to ~O.lc, 
although a fraction exhibit lower ionization broad Mg II 
absorption. The absorption-line profiles are reminiscent of 
those formed in the spectra of P Cygni stars, which also 
suggests that the absorption region is dominated by outflow. 
Many troughs are 'detached' in velocity from their associ-
ated emission lines with steep walls at their low-velocity 
ends. This indicates that the kinematics is more complex 
than the simple radial outflow associated with models of P 
Cygni stars. In particular, it suggests that the variation of the 
radial velocity of the absorbing gas along the line of sight is 
non-monotonic and exhibits a minimum. 
Weymann et al. (1991) showed that the emission-line 
properties of BALOs are almost identical to those of non-
BALOs, and developed a model in which all radio-quiet 
quasars have outflowing BAL clouds confined to an equa-
torial fan of total angular width ~20°. A total column 
density of outflowing gas ;::;3 x 1020 cm-2 is needed (assum-
ing solar abundances). This is perhaps a few per cent of the 
mean column density associated with the BELR. The filling 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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factor of the absorbing gas is generally assumed to be small 
for similar reasons to those given for emission lines. The 
confinement of the absorbing clouds is also problematic. 
Again, a magnetic field provides a possible mechanism for 
achieving this. 
Absorption troughs have velocity widths that are typically 
3 times broader than the emission lines, which implies that 
the absorbing gas is accelerated from rest. It may be drawn 
from emission-line gas (e.g. Murray, Grossman & Chiang 
1995), from giant stars in a central cluster (e.g. Scoville & 
Norman 1995) or from the surface of an orbiting accretion 
disc (e.g. Weymann et al. 1982; EBS; Murray et al. 1995). 
This last possibility implies that the gas will start from zero 
latitude with the local Keplerian velocity without com-
pletely occulting the BELR, as there is no absorption at zero 
velocity. As the outflowing gas expands away from the disc 
plane, it will eventually reach the latitude of the observer 
and occult the BELR and the continuum. The gas that does 
this first will presumably have high speed, as it originates at 
small radius. The ray from the observer may then pass 
through more slowly moving gas, on a different streamline, 
before finally encountering the gas that has been strongly 
accelerated. This is one way by which a minimum may be 
formed in the velocity of the outflow. 
Most of the broad absorption troughs are not completely 
black. It is unreasonable to assume that the column density 
and ion abundances are adjusted so that the optical depth 
always saturates at r~2. We suppose that photons are 
removed from the beam along the direct line of sight from 
the continuum source, either partially or effectively totally, 
dependent upon velocity, and that there is a scattering from 
other lines of sight which partially refills the troughs at a 
level ;:S 0.1 of the continuum flux dependent upon the total 
covering fraction and velocity of the BAL (cf. Turnshek et 
al. 1988, Hamann, Korista & Morris 1993). BALO varia-
bility (Barlow et al. 1992 and references therein) is 
apparently common on time-scales of weeks to months, and 
is consistent with this interpretation. 
The smoothness of BAL profiles on a velocity scale rang-
ing from values comparable with the thermal width of the 
absorbing gas to those ~ 10 000 km S-1 (Barlow & lunkkar-
inen, in preparation) indicates that the absorbing gas either 
flows smoothly (cf. Murray et al. 1995) or is contained in a 
spray of small clouds (e.g. Weymann et al. 1992; Arav, Li & 
Begelman 1994). (Scattering into other lines of sight can 
also smooth the profiles). As a consequence, no detailed 
model of the broad absorption line region (BALR) is neces-
sary to explore the polarization beyond a rough specifica-
tion of the disposition of the gas in phase-space. 
2.3 Polarization mechanisms 
There are many possibilities for creating polarization in the 
observed line and continuum emisson. First, as discussed in 
Paper II, individual dense clouds whose ions create line 
photons following recombination or collisional excitation 
may be polarizing if they are non-spherical in shape or have 
an anisotropic velocity gradient tensor. The observed 
polarization depends upon the global average of these 
properties over the ensemble of clouds. Typically, this con-
tribution to the polarization is unobservably small for per-
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
mitted lines, because the scattering optical depth of an 
individual cloud is so large. 
Secondly, polarization may be produced by reflection of 
resonance-line photons. This arises when either an emis-
sion-line photon produced in an emission-line cloud or a 
continuum photon created in the central continuum source 
is incident upon an element of gas moving with a bulk 
velocity that Dopper shifts the photon into resonance with a 
permitted transition. The column density of gas necessary to 
produce a single reflection is typically ~ 1017 cm -2 for the 
most prominent UV permitted lines (cf. Paper I). This gas 
may be found in the emission-line regions or in the more 
tenuous, higher velocity gas associated with the BALR. 
Reflection of resonance-line radiation produces a polariza-
tion perpendicular to the scattering plane with a degree that 
depends upon the scattering angle, in a manner similar to 
Thomson scattering, being large for a rc/2 scattering and 
small for forward or backward scattering. The degree of 
polarization is reduced from that associated with single 
Thomson scattering on account of multiple scattering and it 
also depends upon the electronic transition involved. The 
total degree of polarization obtained by combining the 
transmitted and the reflected radiation is dictated by the 
spatial distribution of scatterers and is likely to be frequency 
dependent across the line. 
Thirdly, there may be a broad-band polarizer present 
affecting both the lines and the continuum. One possibility 
is scattering by dust (e.g. Laor & Draine 1993). This will 
create a wavelength-dependent degree of polarization. In 
addition, polarization can be created in transmission if there 
is an organized magnetic field present along the line of 
sight. In this case, however, an appreciable fraction of the 
photons that are removed from a beam are not absorbed by 
the grains but are scattered and, unlike the case of inter-
stellar polarization, photons scattered into our line of sight 
from other beams must be included in the overall polariza-
tion. The other common type of broad-band polarizer is 
electron scattering, where the polarization should be fre-
quency independent (e.g. Antonucci & Miller 1985; Tran, 
Miller & Kay 1992; Goodrich & Miller 1994), and where, as 
with resonance-line reflection, the largest polarization is 
produced when the scattering angle is ~rc/2. However, this 
requires that there be a column density of ionized gas ~ 1023 
cm-2• 
3 POLARIZATION FROM THE EMISSION-
LINE REGION 
3.1 Reflected polarization from a single cloud 
In Paper II, we developed a Monte Carlo code to compute 
the polarization of resonantly scattered photons originating 
within an anisotropically expanding cloud. The same code is 
used now to compute the polarization of resonantly scat-
tered radiation originating outside the cloud and reflected 
by it. In this case, some photons are only scattered once and 
these can be highly polarized. However, other photons are 
mUltiply scattered and this usually lowers the overall degree 
of polarization. In addition, some photons may penetrate 
the cloud and be transmitted. 
We model the cloud as a plane slab of infinite extent in 
the x and y directions and of finite optical depth r in the z 
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direction. For the moment, we work in the rest frame of the 
slab and ignore velocity gradients. The polarization 
decreases as the optical depth r of the slab increases, and at 
r ~ 10 the polarization reaches the saturation value. The 
largest polarization arises when the ground state angular 
momentum quantum number is 0, as discussed in Papers I 
and II. 
In Fig. 1 we show the result of computing the polarization 
of the emergent light scattered from a slab with r = 5, where 
the slab is illuminated by an unpolarized source. We intro-
duce spherical polar coordinates (J, cP and allow the incident 
photons to propagate along a direction «(Jin' CPin) and be 
scattered into the «(JOUI> CPou,) direction. The scattering angle 
is ex=cos-I[cos (Jin cos (Jou, + sin (Jin sin (Jou, cos(cpin-CPou,)] 
and the direction of polarization is perpendicular to the 
scattering plane. The transition is J = 0 -> 1 (e.g. e III Jc977, 
AI III Jc1671). The polarization is most dependent on ex, but 
varies slowly for .uou,~0.5. The highest polarization (~0.5) 
is attained when ex ~ n/2. The polarization for the transition 
J = 1/2 -> 3/2 is displayed in Fig. 2. Most of the prominent 
AGN emission lines (including e IV Jc1549, Si IV Jc1397, 
Mgu Jc2798, Nv Jcl240, OVI Jc1031) are doublets with the 
higher frequency component having weight 2/3 and corre-
sponding to a J = 1/2 -> 3/2 transition and the lower fre-
quency component corresponding to J = 1/2 -> 1/2 with 
weight 1/3. The velocity separations of these doublets range 
from ~500kms-1 for eIVto ~2600 km S-I forSiIV. These 
splittings are conveniently large compared with the thermal 
velocities within individual clouds, but are small compared 
with total line velocity widths. As explained in Paper I, when 
photons are resonant with the J = 1/2 -> 1/2 transition, the 
scattered polarization is zero, independent of the incident 
polarization. Therefore we can average the polarization 
over the doublet by multiplying the result for a J = 1/2 -> 3/2 
simulation by 2/3. We find that the polarization behaviour 
for J = 1/2 +- 3/2 is almost identical to the case of the transi-
tion J = 0 -> 1, except that the overall degree of polarization 
is reduced by a factor of ~ 0.4. This is similar to the ratio for 
a single scattering through an angle n/2, as shown in Paper 
I, and for the integrated polarization from a stationary ellip-
soidal cloud, as shown in Paper II. Therefore the net reflec-
tion polarization expected for scattering by a single cloud 
for a J = 1/2 -> 1/2, 3/2 doublet transition such as e IV Jc1549 
is expected to be ~ 30 per cent of the value for a J = 0 -> 1 
singlet case such as e III Jc977. 
We also consider the dependence on the azimuthal angle 
between the source and the obseIVer, fixing the position of 
the scatterer. In the left panel of Fig. 2, the numerical result 
is shown by various points with error bars with .u=hfixed) 
and CPou, takes the values of 0, n/4, n/2, 3n/4 and n. The 
theoretical maximum polarization (i.e. single electron scat-
tering) is plotted for comparison with the case of the transi-
tion J = 0 -> 1. In the right panel the polarization from the 
transition J = 1/2 -> 3/2 is shown. The degree of polarization 
remains at about 40 per cent of the value for J = 0 -> 1. Note 
that the scale is different and the polarization should be 
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Figure 1. Polarization of the emergent light from an illuminated slab with optical depth r =5, when the source and the observer are collinear. 
In the upper panel the polarization for transition J = 0 .... 1 is shown. In the lower panel the polarization for transition J = 1/2 .... 3/2 is shown. 
Note that for the doublet transition J = 1/2 .... 1/2, 3/2 a multiplicative statistical factor of 2/3 should be included in order to obtain the correct 
degree of polarization. The horizontal axis represents the cosine of the scattering angle IX defined in the text. The photons scattered into 
J.lout:::;O.l are collected from various incident directions. 
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Figure 2. Polarization of the emergent light from an illuminated slab with optical depth 'I: = 5, where the source and the observer are not 
collinear. The light source is fixed in the direction of Jl = 0.5, 4> = 0 and the scattered photons are collected as a function of JlOU! = cos (JOU! for 
different azimuthal angles. The continuous lines represent the result from single scattering which generally gives the largest degree of 
polarization. In the left panels the transition is J = 0 ---+ 1 and in the right panels the result is for the transition J = 1/2 ---+ 3/2. In order to obtain 
the result for the doublet transition J= 1/2---+1/2, 3/2, the statistical factor 2/3 should be included (cf. Fig. 1). 
further reduced by a factor of 2/3 for the case of the doublet 
transition J = 1/2 ---+ 1/2, 3/2. Again the largest polarization is 
seen when the scattering angle is 90°. When cPin~cPout' the 
electric vector lies in the slab. Moreover when 
IcPin - cPoutl ~1t/2, the polarization direction is roughly per-
pendicular to the slab. 
3.2 Polarization from reflection by a population of 
emission-line clouds 
We next consider the scattering of unpolarized light inci-
dent upon an ensemble of emission-line clouds and com-
pute the observed polarization. For illustration, we adopt a 
particular, idealized, kinematic model in which the clouds 
are illuminated by a central continuum source and there is 
an optically thick accretion disc present, so that only the 
hemisphere nearer to the observer can be seen (ct. EBS). 
We assume that there is axial symmetry. The velocity of 
each cloud is assumed to be purely poloidal, making an 
angle (Ji with the disc, and to vary with distance from the 
central source in proportion to r -1/2 over three decades of 
radius. We assume that the number density n (r) of clouds is 
proportional to rP , where p ~ -1.5. The optical depth of 
each cloud is taken to have a constant value r for a resonant 
photon at line centre. Hence the frequency of the emergent 
photons is determined by the velocity component of the 
scattering cloud along the line of sight. 
In Fig. 3 we show the polarization, the flux of the scat-
tered component and the polarized flux for /-lout = 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6 and 0.8, respectively, when the clouds are moving along 
a line inclined at an angle (Ji = 50° to the disc. The horizontal 
axis represents the observed frequency and the transition is 
J = 0 ---+ 1. The degree of polarization of the scattered compo-
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
nent is shown to be ~ 0.35 in the redward wing for /-lout < 0.5, 
and double peaks appear for /-lout> 0.5. Clearly a large 
polarization is obtained when the incoming and outgoing 
directions are orthogonal, and this condition is more likely 
to be met at small values of /-lout. 
The overall behaviour of the polarization and the polar-
ized flux for the transition J = 1/2 ---+ 3/2 is almost identical to 
that of the transition J = 0 ---+ 1 with the exception that the 
degree of polarization is reduced by a factor ~ 0.4. The 
typical degree of polarization observed in the scattered 
radiation for this transition is p~O.1. (Note that for the 
doublet transition this should be further reduced by a factor 
of 2/3 again.) However, we should not expect to see this 
polarization observationally. The success of reverberation 
mapping (Peterson et al. 1994) indicates that most broad-
line photons are not resonantly scattered. In fact if we 
denote the total covering factor of standard broad-line 
clouds by qBELR' and the ion thermal velocity by Vth , then the 
observed degree of polarization will be smaller than the 
degree of polarization in the scattered radiation by a factor 
~qBELRVth/L1V, and will be negligibly small. 
3.3 Influence of small clouds 
The clouds that emit most of the line photons may be just 
the largest representatives of a distribution that extends 
down to smaller sizes. These clouds probably have similar 
pressures and temperatures to the standard clouds and con-
sequently similar densities. Although the integral of the 
hydrogen column density along a line of sight may be domi-
nated by standard, large clouds, the smaller clouds can still 
be observationally significant if they are spread in velocity 
and 'fill in' the absorption-line profiles of the prominent 
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Figure 3. Scattered fiux,J, polarization,p, and polarized fiuxpJofradiation scattered by an ensemble of line-emitting clouds. The continuum 
source is located at the origin and the clouds are idealized as moving poloidally on straight trajectories originating from the surface of an 
opaque, equatorial disc. The trajectories make an angle OJ =500 with respect to a radius vector lying in the disc. Azimuthal motion is ignored. 
The speed of the clouds is assumed to be constant and to scale ocr -1/2, where r is the distance from the origin to the start of the cloud 
trajectory on the disc surface. The trajectories are supposed to start over a range of three decades of radius so that a range of 30 in observed 
radial velocity can be accommodated. Individual clouds are observed along directions that make an angle cos- 1 JlOllt with the symmetry 
axis. 
resonance-line transitions so that qBELR is effectively very 
large. Just such a phase as this has already been proposed on 
quite different grounds by Shields, Ferland & Peterson 
(1995). These hypothetical, small clouds will therefore 
impede the free escape of emission-line photons and may, 
as a consequence, impose polarization upon the emission 
lines by increasing the effective covering factor. 
4 POLARIZATION FROM THE 
ABSORPTION -LINE REGION 
4.1 Scattering optical depth 
We are interested in the optical depth of an outflow in 
which the velocity changes montonically with position in 
such a manner that there is a single point at which an ion 
moving with the rest frame of the fluid can resonantly 
absorb photons of a given frequency. Absorption actually 
occurs within a neighbourhood of this point where the bulk 
velocity lies within a few thermal widths of its value at 
resonance. The conventional technique for handling this 
type of problem is the Sobolev method (e.g. Sobolev 1947; 
Rybicki & Hummer 1978). This has been applied to prob-
lems like line formation and radiative acceleration in 0 star 
winds. It is also appropriate to BALQs. 
In the presence of a fairly large velocity gradient, all of 
the absorption at a given frequency occurs over a small 
region of space within which the physical conditions should 
be fairly uniform. This is the essence of the Sobolev approxi-
mation. The Sobolev optical depth can be written as 
!=n, f (J dvc/[v(dV/ds)] 
=njJc - -( ne 2 )(dV)-1 
mec ds 
(4.1) 
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where s is the distance along the line of sight, f is the 
oscillator strength, ni is the ion density, Xi=nJn H is the 
abundance of ion i relative to ionized plus neutral hydrogen, 
,1,3 = A/1000 A refers to the emitted wavelength, dV9 = d(V/ 
109 cm S-1) and dNH20 =nH ds/1020 cm-2 is the differential 
column density of hydrogen along the line of sight in units of 
1020 S-1. Adopting '1:~l,Xi~ 10-4 andf~A3~ 1, we see that 
the typical column density over which absorption of a given 
line photon occurs is ~ 1017 cm -2. However, a total column 
density of :<; 3 x 1020 cm -2 is necessary to absorb throughout 
the whole absorption trough. These columns are small com-
pared with the column associated with a single, standard 
emission-line cloud. They are also small compared with the 
column necessary for significant Thomson scattering ( ~ 1024 
cm- 2). 
4.2 Collisional effects 
In Paper I, we distinguished collisional mixing, when the 
collisions are much more frequent than radiative excitation 
from the ground state, from radiative mixing, when the 
reverse is true. (Cf. also Goldreich & Kylafis 1981, 1982, 
who discussed the radio frequency analogue.) We showed 
that radiative mixing is obtained when the ionization 
parameter 
U S:: dvF,Ihv ( Luv )( r )-2( ne )-1 
ene 1046 erg-1 1018 cm 107 cm-3 
satisfies 
U:<;0.04T!J2 viff-I, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where f is the oscillator strength and VL is the Lyman limit 
frequency. This inequality is well satisfied in most models 
(cf. Hamann et al. 1993). Semiforbidden transitions may, 
however, be collisionally mixed (cf. Section 5.1). 
The rates for collisional excitation are lower by an expo-
nential factor than the rates for collisional mixing of the 
ground state sublevels. It follows, a fortiori, that we should 
be able to ignore collisional production of photons in the 
BAL region and we shall assume this. Furthermore, the 
excitation time is always short compared with the antici-
pated dynamical time and so radiative equilibrium can be 
safely assumed. 
403 The Sobolev-Monte Carlo approach 
The conventional Sobolev approach to line radiative trans-
fer in moving media involves expanding the velocity field to 
first order about the point of resonance and solving approxi-
mately the equations of continuum radiative transfer under 
the escape probability approximation (e.g. Rybicki & Hum-
mer 1978). Usually this is done without regard to polariza-
tion. It is possible to extend this approach to incorporate 
polarization (e.g. Jeffery 1990 and references therein) but it 
turns out to be easier and more appropriate for extension to 
global outflow models to replace the process of solving 
approximate equations of radiative transfer by a Monte 
Carlo simulation. We now illustrate the general principles 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
involved by computing the scattered radiation when an 
unpolarized beam is incident upon some simple flows. 
Consider a photon propagating in the direction ni with 
frequency Vi=VO+~V, where Vo is the line centre frequency 
of a given ion after the ith scattering atXi • The Doppler shift 
~i =:. ~v/vo is given by 
(4.4) 
where VeX) is the velocity field of the flow and Vi is the 
velocity of the ith scatter relative to the local flow. A dis-
tance s along the direction ni we may approximate the velo-
city field by 
Vex; + sn.) = V(X.) + s (ni 0 V) V (4.5) 
The component of velocity along ni of the next scatterer 
must then satisfy 
(4.6) 
and the new Doppler shift is 
~;+1 =~; + (n i +1 -n.) o [V(X;+1) +Vi+1]/c· (4.7) 
We assume that the 1D velocity v = nov has a Maxwellian 
distribution f~ (v) == (lifo) exp( - v)2), where we 
measure the flow velocity in units of the thermal velocity. As 
the natural line width is negligible compared with the ther-
mal width, the optical depth '1:;+1 between the ith and 
(i + 1 )th scattering is given by 
'1:;+1 = [Z-XII ds f dvf~(v)O"(v) 
1 
=2 '1:olerf(nov/)2) (4.8) 
- erf{[nov - (X2 -X1) o(n oV)V]/)2} I, 
where f~(v) =:.f~(vx)f~(vy)f~(vz) is a 3D Maxwellian distri-
bution. Here, '1:0 is given by a generalization of equation 
(4.1): 
'1:0=:.nJA(ne 2 ) In 0 (n oV)VI-1. 
mee 
(4.9) 
The escape condition is written as IX2 - X11---> 00 and in 
this case equation (4.9) reduces to 
'1:esc=~ '1:0{1 + erf(n ov/)2) 
2 1-erf(nov/)2) 
forno(noV)V>O 
for n 0 (n 0 V) V < O. 
(4.10) 
The electron collision frequencies are large compared with 
IVVI, and so it is reasonable to assume a Maxwellian ion 
distribution function. However, this is not a crucial assump-
tion. If there are relatively more highly suprathermal ions in 
the distribution function, then the photons will have a 
higher probability of being given a larger Doppler shift. 
However, there will be a compensatory increase in the 
opacity at this frequency and the escape probability per 
scattering will remain at ~ '1: 0- \ If, however, there are no 
sufficiently suprathermal ions, so that the photons cannot be 
Doppler shifted enough to escape directly, then spatial dif-
fusion is inevitably important and our results should be 
modified. 
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Since the local thermal speed is small compard with the 
flow velocity, we can introduce Sobolev surfaces, for a given 
frequency shift L1 and observer direction n where the flow 
velocity V(X) satisfies n . Vic = L1. Photons escape from the 
vicinity of a Sobolev surface by diffusion in frequency rather 
than in configuration space, and so their last scattering sites 
are near Sobolev surfaces. 
The Sobolev-Monte Carlo procedure then begins by 
locating the point where the incident photon frequency mat-
ches the Doppler shift associated with the bulk velocity. We 
fix this as the origin of the coordinate system. We next pick 
a random number P/l in [0, 1] and assign an optical depth 
• = -In(P/l). If. > .0' the photon will be transmitted with-
out scattering. Otherwise, we use equation (4.8) to deter-
mine the location of the first (i = 1) scattering as well as the 
component of ion velocity along n. A new propagation 
direction n and a new polarization direction are generated 
according to the re-emission probability distribution and the 
local ion velocity component perpendicular to the previous 
wavevector is also produced from a 1D Maxwellian distribu-
tion (see Paper II) to obtain the new Doppler shift along the 
new direction using equation (4.7). We then iterate until the 
photon escapes, noting the emergent direction, the Doppler 
shift and the polarization. 
4.4 Scattering at a singlet Sobolev surface: J = 0 ~ 1 
We consider first the local problem, that is, scattering at a 
single Sobolev surface of the unidirectional monochromatic 
incident radiation field. For the moment, we confine our 
attention to the simple case of a singlet (S) J = 0 ~ 1 for Be-
like ions such as C III, N IV and 0 v, where the polarization 
pattern is identical to that familiar from classical Thomson 
scattering. 
4.4.1 Parallel expansion 
We assume that the incident photons propagate along thez-
direction which coincides with the only non-zero compo-
nent of velocity, that is to say V. = Vzo + zV'. The Sobolev 
optical depth along the direction n = (sin () cos 41, sin () sin 41, 
cos ()) is then given by 
(4.11) 
where .0 is the optical depth along the z-direction. .0 is 
determined by atomic physics and the local ion density on 
the Sobolev surface. Note that the optical depth diverges in 
the perpendicular direction and photons do not escape this 
way. Observationally, a useful polarization measure is the 
ratio of the observed polarized flux Fp to the total con-
tinuum flux Fe, estimated from measurements at wave-
lengths where the BALR is transparent. We find that 
d~ALR - (v, n) Fp(v, n) 1 f dP 
Fc(v, n) Fc(v, n) dQ (4.12) 
where d~ALR is the solid angle subtended by an element of 
BALR cloud at the continuum source and dIIldQ is the 
polarized flux scattered per steradian (srad) towards the 
observer. The polarization ratio Rp = (1/Fc) (dP/dQ) can be 
estimated from the Monte Carlo simulations by the product 
of the fraction of incident photons scattered per srad and 
the degree of polarization. As the total solid angle sub-
tended by the BALR is believed to be QBALR ~ 1 srad, a 
suitably averaged Rp is a measure of the ratio Fp/Fc to be 
expected from a global model. 
As was the case for scattering by a slab (Section 3.1), the 
largest degree of polarization is obtained when the last 
scattering is through an angle close to a right angle. How-
ever, photons with () ~ n/2 cannot escape and peak polariza-
tion ratio is found for (}~45° and ~135°. When .0::52, the 
maximum polarization ratio is Rp~O.01; roughly half the 
photons are scattered once and most of the remainder trav-
erse the Sobolev surface unscattered. The polarization is 
almost symmetrical with respect to () = n/2, reflecting the 
symmetry of the cross-section and the preponderance of 
single scatterings. When .0~2, the polarization ratio 
diminishes and back-scattering starts to dominate. This 
asymmetry has its origin in the location of the photon 
source. The first scattering usually occurs before the reso-
nant surface is reached and, on average, the photon has a 
negative Doppler shift. It is therefore less likely to diffuse in 
velocity-space and escape with a positive Doppler shift than 
to be reflected spatially and escape with L1 < o. It is found 
that when .0 ~ 10, 56 per cent of the photons are reflected at 
a Sobolev surface. 
4.4.2 Isotropic expansion 
As a second example oflocal scattering at a Sobolev surface, 
we consider a locally isotropic expansion - a 'Hubble' flow. 
This is appropriate for purely radial expansion with v..ocr. 
In Fig. 4(a) the degree of polarization and the emergent 
photon flux are shown as a function of p. == cos () for different 
.0. The results are quite similar to those found for the 
parallel expansion except that highly polarized photons 
once-scattered through ~ n/2 can now escape. The peak 
polarization ratio for side-scattering is now ~ 0.02 for .0 ~ 2. 
Again strong back-scattering is apparent at large optical 
depth. 
4.4.3 Perpendicular expansion 
For our third, simple example, we suppose that the flow 
expands almost entirely transversely [.(p.) =.0/(1_p.2)]. 
This is a model of a spherical outflow with nearly constant 
radial velocity. Here, the escape of low-polarization for-
ward- and back-scattered photons is inhibited and effect-
ively all normally incident photons are scattered once. Rp is 
increased further to a peak value Rp ~ 0.04. In this case the 
bias to back-scattering sets in at a lower value of the trans-
verse optical • ~ 1 (cf. Fig. 4b). 
4.4.4 9onve~ng flow 
In order to illustrate the changes introduced when there is a 
simple, converging flow such as might be associated with a 
shock front, we suppose that the velocity gradient is nega-
tive along the propagation direction of the incident photon 
and positive along the two orthogonal directions. It is 
assumed that the absolute values for the velocity gradients 
are equal, i.e .• (cos ()) = .0/(/1- 2 cos2 (}/). Since the Sobo-
lev optical depth goes to infinity at p. == cos () = ± 2 -112, there 
are local minima in those directions in the polarized flux. A 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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Figure 4. (a) Polarized flux per srad of scattered photon from a singlet Sobolev surface (/=0->1) for a flow expanding isotropically with 
respect to the incident continuum source. The velocity field is given by V = Vo + V' (xi + yy + z2), where Vo and V' are constant. The Sobolev 
optical depth is given by 1:esc (/I) =1:0, where /I=cos 0 is the cosine of the angle between the wavevector of the scattered photon and the line 
of sight. The normalization is given by the total incident flux. (b) Same quantity as in (a) for perpendicular expansion. The velocity field is 
given by V= Vo + V' (xi +yy), where Vo and V' are constant. The Sobolev optical depth is given by 1:esc (/I) =1:0/(1- p,2). 
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peak value Rp~0.03 is achieved at 'to~2 and the forward-
backward asymmetry begins to show up at 'to~S. 
4.5 Scattering at a doublet Sobolev surface: J = 1/2 ~ 1/2, 
3/2 
Resonance scattering by ions that are isoelectronic with Li 
atoms such as C IV, N v and 0 VI is more complicated when 
the velocity in the flow changes by more than the doublet 
(D) separation, expressed as a velocity. (We are indebted to 
Ray Weymann who urged us to consider the feasibility of 
separating doublets in polarization.) This appears to be 
relevant for BALR in contrast to individual BEL clouds, 
because the absorption-line profiles are known to be 
smooth, implying that there are no gaps in velocity-space 
along a typical line of sight at a resolution ~8 km S-l 
(Barlow & Junkkarinen, in preparation). 
Consider first a single photon emitted by the central con-
tinuum source and incident upon an expanding outflow. Let 
its wavelength be blueshifted with respect to the emission 
line by a velocity ~20000 km S-l say, so that it lies outside 
the emission line and well within the observed trough. The 
first resonant velocity surface that it will encounter is that 
associated with the] = 1/2 ~ 3/2 transition. Dependent upon 
the Sobolev optical depth along its direction of propagation 
it may be scattered one or more times within a distance 
corresponding to a few thermal widths of its original reso-
nant surface. It will emerge along a new direction with a 
frequency that is almost identical to its initial frequency 
when measured in the fluid rest frame, but which will be 
redshifted by typically ~20000 km S-l in the AGN frame. 
On average it will be polarized. If the fluid is expanding in 
all directions about the original point of resonance, then the 
photon will have a second opportunity to scatter as it 
encounters the ] = 1/2 ~ 3/2 resonance. The optical depth 
will be reduced from that for the] = 1/2~3/2 by one factor 
of 2, to account for the different statistical weight of the 
transition, and changed by the inverse ratio of the velocity 
gradient along the propagation direction. If there are one or 
more scatterings at this second resonance, then this time the 
emergent photon will, on average, be unpolarized. It will 
also be emitted isotropically. One scattering in the ] = 1/ 
2 ~ 1/2 resonance suffices to erase all memory of the incident 
direction of propagation and polarization. At large optical 
depth, resonantly scattered photons will be isotropized and 
depolarized. At small optical depth, a few photons will be 
scattered once in the] = 1/2 ~ 3/2 resonance and most of 
these will escape with no further] = 1/2 ~ 1/2 scattering and 
emerge with high polarization. 
4.5.1 Parallel expansion 
We carry out a Monte Carlo simulation to the parallel 
expansion case discussed for the ] = 0 ~ 1 case. The only 
changes that are necessary are to modify the radiation pat-
tern and the polarization of the radiation scattered at the 
] = 1/2 ~ 1/2 resonance. If they are scattered, then they 
emerge isotropically without polarization. As before, at 
small optical depth, the scattering is mainly in the forward 
and backward directions. Therefore those photons that do 
avoid ] = 1/2 ~ 1/2 scattering have a low polarization on 
average. Thus the emergent polarization is very small 
(Rp ~ 0.001) and for 't <; 2, the polarization effectively 
vanishes. 
4.5.2 Isotropic expansion 
As might be expected from the foregoing discussion, a 
larger degree of polarization ensues when side-scattering is 
allowed (Rp ~ 0.006). The rapid decrease in Rp for 'to <; 2 is 
deduced from the fact that the unpolarizing 1/2 ~ 1/2 reso-
nance photons contribute increasingly to the scattered 
radiation field. The forward-backward asymmetry shows up 
't ~ S. However, due to the rapid decrease ofRp the polariza-
tion is negligible for 't<;10 (cf. Fig. Sa). 
4.5.3 Transverse expansion 
When sideways scattering is required, we find a peak value 
Rp ~ 0.02, i.e. about half the value for the] = 0 ~ 1 resonance 
(cf. Fig. Sb). However, the polarization rapidly decreases 
with increasing 't for the same reason as in the preceding 
case. 
4.5.4 Converging flow 
A maximum value of Rp ~ 0.01 is seen when 'to ~ 1, which is 
comparable to the perpendicular expansion case. The 
polarization behaviour is also similar to the perpendicular 
expansion except for the existence of local minima in Rp 
because of the infinite optical depth at Il = ± 2 -1/2. Since the 
flow is contracting in the directions with 11l1:;::; 2 -112, all the 
photons scattered in those directions are out of resonance 
with the transition] = 1/2 ~ 1/2. These photons escape with-
out further scattering and hence do not suffer any depolar-
ization. For 'to <; S the local minima in Rp disappear and the 
only observable polarized flux is seen in the directions with 
IIlI :;::;2-1/2. 
4.6 Scattering at multiplet Sobolev surfaces - LYIX-N v 
Lya emission lines are rarely prominent in BALQs. This is 
usually attributed to absorption of the emission line by out-
flowing N v ions. The N v doublet (separation 970 km S-l) is 
separated from the Lya blended doublet (separation 1 km 
S-l) by a velocity dV=S900 km S-l. This is a significant 
fraction of the width of the whole absorption trough. On the 
presumption that the initial spectrum at the base of the 
acceleration contains a flat continuum plus a broad, blended 
Lya-N v emission line, Turnshek (1988) and Arav, Li & 
Begelman (1994) have proposed that the outflowing BAL 
gas should be subject to mild line-locking. Specifically, they 
suggest that the radiative acceleration of the gas increases 
and then decreases as the N v ions move into and then out 
of resonance with the blended emission line. The velocity 
history is then imprinted in the trough of a more passive ion, 
like C IV, which should show less absorption at a blueshift of 
~S900 km s-\ relative to the Lya-Nv emission line. Kor-
ista et a1. (1993) report possible observation of this effect in 
the spectra of a minority of BALQs. 
In attempting to assess the prospects for polarimetry, we 
should note that the Lya doublet, which will be encountered 
first by photons of a given frequency in the AGN frame, has 
a separation (~1 km S-l) much less than the local thermal 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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Figure 5. (a) and (b): same quantities as Fig. 4(a) for the J = 1/2-+ 1/2,3/2 doublet. 
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width. Using the formalism of Paper I we can then compute 
the polarization to be expected after a single scattering 
through an angle e. We find that 
3 sin2 e 
p(e) = , 
11 +3 cos2 e 
(4.13) 
which will be intermediate between the value P (e) = 3 sin2 e/ 
(7 + 3 cos2 e) for I = 1/2 --+ 3/2, and the value P (e) = 0 for 
I = 1/2 --+ 1/2. As the optical depth in the Lyex transition is 
likely to be substantial, we expect that these photons will 
emerge from their local Sobolev scatterings significantly 
depolarized. At wavelengths sufficiently close to 1240 A, 
where the N v resonance can also be encountered, the 
polarization behaviour will be similar to that described in 
Section 4.5. As the scattering associated with the Lyex-N v 
resonances is quite non-local, the expected polarization is 
quite model dependent. 
4.7 Radiative mixing of higher multiplet transitions 
Although many of the most prominent resonance lines are 
simple singlets and doublets like those already considered, 
there are several more complex multiplet transitions and 
these may also contribute to the net polarization. These 
lines allow several choices for the total angular momenta of 
the ground and excited states and the permitted transitions 
have to be considered collectively. The polarization can be 
computed according to the principles we have already 
described, although there are three complicating factors. 
First, some multiplet lines have frequency shifts lower than 
the Doppler shifts associated with the ion thermal motion. 
This means that the ground energy levels are effectively 
degenerate so that scattering in the different components 
occurs effectively simultaneously (as with Lyex), not succes-
sively (as with C IV). Secondly, when the ground state angu-
lar momentum satisfies Ig ~ 1, radiative mixing of the 
ground sublevels leads to significantly enhanced polariza-
tion (ct. Paper I, section 4.2) relative to that computed for 
collisional mixing. Thirdly, in order to compute the radiative 
mixing correctly, all ground state transitions, not just those 
in a given multiplet, must be included to derive the distribu-
tion of ions among ground state sublevels. 
For the common, low-Z, ions, there are three further 
cases to consider, beyond Li- and Be-like ions. First, we 
consider ions that are isoelectronic with B atoms, such as 
C+, N+ + and 03+. Here, the ground levels are 2P~/2,3!2' with 
the Ig = 1/2 state having the lower energy and the splitting 
exceeding the Doppler width. The excited states to which 
excitations are permitted are 2S1!2' which gives unpolarized 
doublets (D'), 2D3!2,5!2' giving rise to triplets (T) and 2P1!2,3!2 
which produces quadruplets (0). All lines are distinct. An 
important example is the 0 IV ion, where the lines with 
significant oscillator strength are ..1.789 (T), 609(D'), 554(0), 
238(T). (Only the ..1.789 triplet has been observed in BALO 
spectra: Korista et al. 1993; Arav, private communication.) 
The relative frequency of these different excitations 
depends upon the spectral index, with the longer wave-
length transitions being more prominent for steeper spec-
tra. 
In Appendix A, we summarize how to compute the 
polarization under conditions in which a multiplet is present 
and the radiation field is axisymmetric with respect to the 
outward radial direction. The scattered radiation also 
exhibits this symmetry and the scattered radiation will only 
be polarized parallel and perpendicular to the k-r plane. 
The results are expressed as a scattering matrix that relates 
the polarization state of the scattered radiation to the 
polarization of the incident photons. We have computed the 
polarization in the various 0 IV multiplet transitions assum-
ing an isotropic expansion of variable optical depth. We find 
that as a consequence of the interplay between the different 
transitions, the population of the ground state sublevels is 
closer to statistical than in the simple (and fictitious) two-
level ions considered in Paper 1. This reduces the net 
observed polarization. 
The incident radiation field is assumed to be given by a 
power law 
Fv ocv -·. (4.14) 
We consider two cases, ex=1 and 3. Most of the multiplet 
transitions are not highly polarized. In the case of doublet 
D' no polarization is obtained, because the excited-state 
sublevels are always populated evenly so that an isotropic 
re-emitted radiation field results. The highest polarization is 
shown in the triplet transition (T) where p ;$ 0.01. Fig. 6 
shows the result for a range of optical depths. 
The second case that we must consider involves ions that 
are isoelectronic with C atoms, such as N+ and 0+ +. Here 
the ground state is 3PO,1,2. One possible excited state is 3S~, 
which produces unpolarized triplets (T'). Another possible 
excited state is 3pg,1,2, which gives six transitions (S) satisfy-
ing the selection rules. However, it turns out that the Ie = 1, 
2 energy levels are effectively degenerate and only four 
distinct lines are formed. The final case is 3D~,2,3' where 
again there are six possible transitions (S') and the degen-
eracy of the Ie = 1, 2 states reduces the number of lines to 
four. The most important 0 III lines are A835(S'), 703(S), 
508(T') and 305(S'), of which the first two lines have been 
reported. Lines associated with the S' multiplet should be 
comparably polarized to T multiplet lines. 
The third common case involves ions that are isoelec-
tronic with N atoms, such as 0+. The ground state is 4S~!2 
and the excited state is 4P1!2,3!2,5!2' This produces a different 
type of triplet line that is relatively strongly polarized. Prom-
inent examples include 0 II ..1.835, 539 and S II ..1.1256. 
There is one additional possible complication that we 
have chosen not to consider, and this is that there may be 
significant scattering from ions in metastable excited states. 
In particular, if the UV spectrum is sufficiently hard, the 
rate of photoionization from the ground state can be as 
large as ~ 0.2 of the excitation rate. The subsequent recom-
bination may leave the ion in a state with a different value of 
S (six possible transitions). In the case of 0 3+, there are no 
permitted transitions from states with S = 3/2 to states with 
S = 1/2 and so recombination into a state with S = 3/2 will be 
followed by a cascade down to a metastable state. In a 
sufficiently tenuous gas where collisional de-excitation can 
be ignored (as will generally be the case for BALO flows), 
the fraction of ions in the metastable state will be given 
roughly by the ratio of the photoionization rate to the A-
value for the intercombination line. In the case of 0 3+, 
Aintercomb is ~2 X 103 S-l. We estimate the ratio of the 
strength of the intercombination line to the permitted lines 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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Figure 6. Same quantities as Fig. 4(a) for the triplet 2PlI2,312 ..... 2D3I2,SI2' where the incident spectrum is given by a power law where IX= 1. 
to be ~0.1 (1X=1), ~0.01 (1X=3), and so it should not 
seriously alter the ground state sublevel populations. (A 
quantitative measure of the importance of intercombination 
transitions is provided by observation of permitted transi-
tions from the metastable state. Interestingly, tentative 
evidence for such a transition in 0 4 + has been presented by 
Korista et al. 1993). 
5 GLOBAL OUTFLOW MODELS 
We next turn to considering global models in which there is 
a large-scale flow so that photons that emerge along a par-
ticular direction can have their last scattering anywhere 
along a particular extended Sobolev surface parametrized 
by their Doppler shift. We assume that photons originate 
within a compact central continuum source located at the 
origin and propagate outward until they encounter a Dop-
pler surface where the frequency in the rest frame of the gas 
equals the natural frequency of the resonance transition. At 
this point they are scattered into a direction and with a 
polarization determined probabilistically by the local Sobo-
lev optical depth and the velocity gradient tensor. The scat-
tered photons are then allowed to scatter again if they 
encounter additional resonant surfaces as they emerge from 
the nucleus. In this manner, the photons incident upon the 
Sobolev surface corresponding to the final scattering can 
arrive from a variety of directions and so the observed 
polarization can be diminished. 
Our approach is similar in many respects to that of 
Hamann et al. (1993). However, there are three important 
innovations. First, by using a Monte Carlo approach, we can 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
track the polarization. Secondly, we consider non-radial 
flow fields which allow non-monotonic velocity variation 
along a line of sight despite steady expansion along a given 
streamline. Thirdly, we also allow for the presence of angu-
lar momentum, which as we shall see introduces some 
important kinematic changes (cf. Murray et al. 1995). 
5.1 Disc and conical wind 
As a first example and as a check on our code, we consider 
the kinematic model proposed by Hamann et al. (1993) who 
calculated the line profiles formed in conical or disc-like 
winds with radial velocity law v,. oc r Y, where l' = 1. This is 
similar to the isotropic expansion prescription considered 
above. The optical depth prescription, which Hamann et al. 
introduced and we adopt, is given by a function of radial 
velocity which has the maximum value 2 for velocities 
4000-6000 km S-1 and the covering factor is q=0.25. 
Hamann et al. used the escape probability formalism to 
construct line profiles. As a check on our formalism, we 
reproduce their total intensity distributions using our Sobo-
lev-Monte Carlo approach and, in addition, compute the 
degree of polarization for the transition J =0 ..... 1 (Fig.7a). 
The incident continuum is assumed to be unpolarized and 
hence the polarization is solely due to the scattered compo-
nent, which is shown by the dotted lines. The scattered 
component is approximately symmetric with respect to the 
line centre and the polarized flux shows similar symmetry. 
This approximate symmetry is explained by the low optical 
depth 't ~ 2 adopted in this problem, where single-scattering 
dominates. Howev~r, the degree of polarization is fairly 
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large ( ~ 0.1) in the absorption trough since the ratio of the 
scattered component to the transmitted continuum compo-
nent is significantly higher than that in the emission part. 
The polarization direction is parallel to the projected disc 
axis, confirming that the polarized flux is dominated by side-
scattering. 
In Fig. 7(b) the disc wind with angular momentum is 
considered. The velocity field is given by Voc [rf + A</>/ 
(rsin e)], where A is constant. A is chosen to satisfy V",/ 
~=0.2 at the point where v,. = 18 000 kIn S-I, e=n/2. The 
addition of an azimuthal velocity component introduces an 
additional Doppler shift to the scattered photons, so that a 
different absorption trough is obtained. The dramatic 
reduction of the degree of polarization implies that the 
photons filling in the trough originate from the parts of the 
disc having angles larger than or smaller than 90° with the 
observer's line of sight. 
A similar absorption profile is obtained from a conical 
wind model with the same covering factor as in the disc wind 
case. However, the degree of polarization in the absorption 
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trough is small ( ~ 0.02) compared with the case of the disc 
wind. This is due to the dominance of forward-scattering. 
When an azimuthal component is introduced into this 
conical wind there is little difference in polarization from 
the purely poloidal flow. This is explained by the fact that 
the azimuthal motion does not affect the forward scattering 
which is responsible for the dominant polarized flux in the 
conical wind. 
5.2 Equatorial flow 
For our second, global model we consider an equatorial 
flow where the BAL material accelerates on hyperboloid 
surfaces to an asymptotic speed that is inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the radius of the foot point of 
the flow (cf. Appendix A). We consider both purely poloidal 
flow and flow with an azimuthal component. Fig. 8 shows a 
truncated section of a Sobolev surface for a flow with angu-
lar momentum for an observer lying on the x-z plane with 
colatitude eo = n/3. The viewpoint is the observer's line of 
1 
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Figure 7. (a) Total flux, polarization and polarized flux from disc wind models by Hamann et al. (1993). The velocity is given by Vocrr and 
the covering factor is qdlsc=0.25. (b) The total flux, polarization and polarized flux from the same model as in (a), with additional azimuthal 
velocity component. The velocity is given by Voc [rr + A 4>/(r sin 0)], where A is constant. A is chosen to satisfy V¢/V, = 0.2 at the point where 
V;= 18 000 km s-l, O=rr/2. 
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Figure 7 - continued 
sight and the illuminated side is. the part lying in the -x 
direction from the central continuum source. Unlike 
Hamann et al.'s model, considered in the preceding section, 
scatterers are not confined to a region with a small covering 
factor but flow throughout a large volume in a manner that 
conserves mass. In our model, the optical depth increases 
toward the equatorial plane so that the Sobolev surface with 
moderate optical depth ('LSob ~ 1) is only present at low lati-
tude (see also Appendix A). It is more likely that the 
absorbing clouds expand as they flow radially outward, 
which would tend to decrease the Sobolev optical depth as 
a function of blueshift. 
The radial velocity component along the line of sight has 
a minimum near the centre, which corresponds to the sharp 
cut-off at the broad absorption trough in the line profile. 
The Sobolev optical depth along the radial direction is much 
larger than 1 when p, = cos e -+ 0 and much less than 1 as 
p,-+L 
Fig. 9(a) shows the polarization that results from a purely 
poloidal flow, simulated using 107 photons. The parameters 
are chosen so that the Sobolev optical depth 'LSob = 1 at 
-~V=L7 x 109 cm S-1 in the direction p,=0.2. Here, the 
maximum degree of polarization in the absorption trough is 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
~ 0.5, which results from side-scattering at low latitude. The 
polarized flux ratio defined in the preceding section is 
Rp ~ 0.03 in this case. Outside the trough, the radiation is 
unpolarized. The negative degree of polarization signifies 
that the electric vector is parallel to the symmetry axis. The 
maximum degree of polarization coincides with the deepest 
absorption of the line, because the unpolarized transmitted 
component contributes least here. However, the polarized 
flux extends to the red side with peak value located in the 
blue side near the line centre. A closer look at the polarized 
flux also reveals a slight asymmetry with respect to the peak, 
which is reminiscent of the asymmetry encountered in the 
local analysis. It should be noted that the positions of peak 
values do not necessarily coincide with the position of the 
deepest absorption trough. 
We next add azimuthal motion. The same parameters 
were chosen as in the case of purely poloidal flow and the 
constant specifying the azimuthal component (B in equation 
A3) is chosen to be 5. This shifts the negative polarization 
into higher ~v, where positive polarization dominates. The 
addition of azimuthal motion generally reduces the degree 
of polarization and the polarized flux. When the azimuthal 
component of the flow dominates the radial component, 
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Figure 8. A typical Sobolev surface of an equatorial flow with angular momentum for an observer lying on the x-z plane with colatitude 
() = re13. Each flow line lies on a hyperboloid (A = constant in the oblate spheroidal coordinate system: see Appendix A), and the fluid element 
accelerates to an asymptotic speed (see text). 
then the side-scattering gains large Sobolev optical depth 
towards the observer's line of sight, whereas the forward-
scattering is relatively less affected by the azimuthal compo-
nent. This leads to a change in the polarization direction. 
However, it should be emphasized that the polarized flux is 
much smaller than that in the case of purely poloidal flow. 
The absorption trough becomes deeper because a reduced 
number of photons scattered sideways fills in the trough, 
which also explains the decreased polarized flux. 
We next consider the transition J = 1/2 ~ 1/2, 3/2 doublet 
case for a purely poloidal flow and a flow with angular 
momentum, where the multiplet separation is assumed to 
be much larger than the local thermal velocity. The largest 
degree of polarization from the purely poloidal flow is 
~0.15 at the absorption trough, and the polarized flux ratio 
is Rp ~ 0.008. Apparently the contribution of unpolarized 
J = 1/2 ~ 1/2 photons is not large in this case. Again as shown 
in Fig. 9(b) the addition of angular momentum leads to 
reduced polarized flux and in the case of high angular 
momentum, the polarization direction changes. The peak 
value for the degree of polarization in this case is '" 0.1, but 
the polarized flux is no larger than 0.1 per cent that of the 
unpolarized continuum flux. 
5.3 Bipolar flow 
Finally, we consider another simple poloidal flow where the 
BAL material moves on a family of paraboloidal level sur-
faces. The Sobolev optical depth is calculated in a similar 
way to that described in the previous section. In this flow, 
however, the density function is chosen to be n (~2) (see 
Appendix C), which gives large optical depth to the jet 
direction. Here, the adopted velocity law gives a mono-
tonically increasing velocity along the flow line but decreas-
ing velocity along the radial line of sight from the central 
source to the observer. Hence, in contrast to the equatorial 
flow considered in the previous section, photons making the 
transition J = 1/2 ~ 1/2 hit the Sobolev surface first and then 
possibly they can be scattered at the second Sobolev surface 
associated with the transition J = 1/2 ~ 3/2. 
The numerical results are shown in Fig. 10. In this bipolar 
flow case, the direction of polarization is perpendicular to 
the projection of the disc symmetry axis. The degree of 
polarization of the purely poloidal flow is ",0.15 and 0.05 
for the J = 0 ~ 1 transition and the J = 1/2 ~ 1/2, 3/2 doublet 
respectively. The polarized flux ratios of Rp '" 0.02 and 0.005 
are obtained from the two cases respectively. The low 
degree of polarization and the polarized flux compared with 
the counterparts of an equatorial flow may be attributed to 
the dominance of forward-scattering over side-scattering. 
Different polarization behaviour between the J = 0 ~ 1 
singlet transition and the J = 1/2 ~ 1/2, 3/2 doublet transition 
is attributed to the different Sobolev structures. Again, we 
consider the effects of azimuthal motion. Contrary to the 
equatorial flow, the degree of polarization changes little 
when angular momentum is introduced into the flow. This is 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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Figure 9. (a) Total flux, polarization and polarized fluxpffrom a purely poloidal equatorial flow for J =0-+1. The observer's line of sight is 
cos ()=0.2 and the parameters are chosen so that 1"50b = 1 at AV= -1.7 x 109 cm s-'. See Appendix B for detail. (b) Total flux, polarization 
and polarized flux from an equatorial flow with angular momentum for J = 1/2 -+ 1/2, 3/2 doublet. 
explained by the fact that the azimuthal motion does not 
affect the forward-scattering, which is also shown in the 
conical model discussed in the previous section. Since back-
scattering is not important for the bipolar flow, the polar-
ized flux is concentrated on the blue side, where absorption 
occurs. However, if the observer lies at low latitude, then 
the back-scattering may not be negligible. In this way bipo-
lar flow can be distinguished from equatorial flow. 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
6 OBSERVATIONAL RAMIFICATIONS 
In Section 2, we introduced a generic model for line forma-
tion by radio-quiet quasars involving a compact continuum 
source, a BELR and a scattering outflow. In Sections 3 and 
4 we have discussed how spectropolarimetry can elucidate 
the geometrical and kinematical organization of these three 
components. We will now summarize what we have learned 
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Figure 10. Total flux, polarization and polarized flux pf from a purely poloidal bipolar flow for J = 0 .... 1. The observer's line of sight is 
cos 0=0.8 and the parameters are chosen so that 'Sob = 1 at ~V= -1.7 x 109 cm S-1. See Appendix C for detail. 
from recent observations and outline some immediate 
possibilities for furthering our understanding of quasar line 
formation. 
6.1 Interpretation of recent spectropolarimetric 
observations 
The spectropolarimetric data base for radio-quiet quasars is 
sparse. The brightest example of a BALO, PHL 5200, was 
first observed in this manner by Stockman, Angel & Hier 
(1981). More recently, Glenn, Schmidt & Holtz (1994) have 
presented observations of CSO 755 and Cohen et aI. (1995) 
report upon KecklPalomar data from PHL 5200 and 
0105 -266. 
It appears that BALOs exhibit a modest (Pc-;:53 per cent) 
continuum polarization that varies at most slowly in wave-
length and constant position angle. Prominent UV emission 
lines, by contrast, appear to be unpolarized at about the 
~0.5 per cent level. A possible exception is C III] A1909, 
which Cohen et al. found to exhibit 1.3 per cent polarization 
in PHL 5200 in the same direction as the electron scattering 
(see also Goodrich & Miller 1995). If this pattern is verified 
by further observation, it will provide support for the 
standard model of emission-line regions in which the emit-
ting gas moving at a given velocity occupies discrete con-
tiguous regions (or clouds) in phase-space each with large 
resonance-line optical depths. Exterior to these clouds, 
however, the BELR is optically thin at a given velocity along 
most lines of sight. Based on our calculations in Section 3, 
we estimate that the mean optical depth at a given velocity 
in small clouds is -;:50.1, which translates into a column 
density limit MH -;:51019 cm-2 for gas moving with a speed 
that is within 10 000 km S -1 of the line centre, constraining 
the model of Shields et al. (1995). By contrast, a weak 
polarization in the C Ill] line was predicted in Paper II on 
the grounds that the optical depth within a single emission-
line cloud was uniquely low (r ~ 1-10) and that therefore 
this line should be emitted with a measurable polariza-
tion. 
In the BALOs PHL 5200 and 0105 - 266, it appears that 
the absorption-line troughs are less deep in polarized flux 
and the degree of polarization can reach Pc ~ 12 per cent at 
intermediate velocity within the absorption trough (ct. 
Cohen et aI. 1995). More relevantly, the ratio of the polar-
ized flux in the troughs to the background continuum flux is 
typically Fp/Fc~0.01-0.02. The direction of the trough 
polarization vector is also apparently along the same direc-
tion as that of the continuum polarization. Although there 
appears to be velocity structure in the line polarization, it is 
not possible to decide whether or not there is additional 
polarization associated with the red wings of the emission 
line. 
Fortunately, there are good prospects for resolving some 
of these uncertainties. High-dispersion spectroscopy in the 
vicinity of selected prominent resonance lines, combined 
with an atlas of weak lines, should enable a careful con-
tinuum level to be constructed. Let us suppose that we can 
define a continuum from the measured flux for I VI ~ 30000 
km S-I. It should then be possible to define a line profile, 
perhaps including very broad wings, that may consist of 
scattered resonance-line radiation. If we further assume 
that there is only significant absorption in the blue wing, 
then it should be possible to subtract the line polarization so 
as to determine the polarized contribution to the line flux at 
wavelengths blueward of any absorption trough. Finally, if 
the absorption is strong, then the measured radiation in the 
trough is probably scattered and its polarized flux can be 
measured. 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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As we have already emphasized, scattering of line radia-
tion can take two forms, electron scattering and resonance-
line scattering, and they are probably both present. Cohen 
et al. (1995) interpret their observations in terms of a simple 
model in which a minority of continuum photons are Thom-
son-scattered along a higher altitude ray so that they are less 
attenuated by the outflowing BAL gas than the unscattered, 
direct radiation. This explanation accounts naturally for the 
constancy of the polarization direction. However, the free 
electrons probably have to be co-spatial with the emission-
line clouds, so that the emission lines emerge unpolarized. 
Alternatively, adopting the standard interpretation of 
BALO (ct. also Hamann et al. 1993; Cohen et al. 1995), we 
can assume that a fraction qBALR -0.1 of the continuum 
photons with frequency in the interval - (1.03-1.1) Vo of a 
prominent resonance line of frequency Vo are scattered by 
outflowing gas. These photons escape along different direc-
tions, possibly encountering other resonant Sobolev sur-
faces along the way and being rescattered. A minimum 
equivalent width for the resonance-scattered radiation, 
W" - AoqBALR VBALR/c -10 A averaged over direction, seems 
unavoidable. Taking into account all the uncertainties, this 
is not inconsistent with the fluxes typically measured in 
absorption troughs. 
As discussed in Section 4, three features determine the 
contribution to the polarized flux in a given line from an 
element of suitably ionized outflowing gas. First, the com-
ponent of velocity resolved along the line of sight dictates 
the Doppler shift. Hence, the prevalence of blueshifted 
absorption points to a general outflow. Secondly, the scat-
tering angle dictates the degree of polarization; side-scatter-
ing is highly polarized; forward- and back-scattering exhibit 
low polarization. The diminishing degree of polarization 
observed at the blue end of the trough is then consistent 
with a flow that accelerates to move along the line of sight. 
Thirdly, the local velocity gradient tensor determines the 
optical depth and its variation with direction. If the optical 
depth 'r;:;: 1, photons escape most readily along directions 
where the velocity gradient is largest. For the doublet transi-
tions, this allows photons to be scattered sideways with sub-
stantial polarization in a slowly accelerating but expanding 
flow, and to escape extreme depolarization in the J = 
1/2 --+ 1/2 resonance at modest optical depth. The similarity 
between the polarization direction in the continuum and 
that in the trough constrains the model. In a bipolar outflow 
model (e.g. Hes 1995), the continuum must be polarized 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis; in an equatorial outflow 
model, the polarization direction will be parallel. 
To be quantitative, the simulations presented in Section 4 
show that a typical equatorial outflow with no angular 
momentum gives a polarized flux ratio Rp - 0.03 and 0.01 
and degree of polarization in the absorption trough - 0.5 
and 0.15 for a singletl = 0 --+ 1 and a doubletl = 1/2 --+ 1/2,3/2 
transition, respectively. The polarized flux extends to the 
red side because of back-scattering. From a bipolar flow the 
polarized flux ratio is typically found to be - 0.02 and 0.005 
for the singlet and the doublet transitions respectively. The 
degree of polarization can reach up to -0.15 and 0.1 corre-
spondingly. The polarized flux, however, is prominent only 
on the blue side of the line. 
One issue, covered briefly in Section 4 of Paper I, is the 
influence of magnetic field on the polarization of the scat-
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
tered radiation. This may be considerable. A magnetic field 
breaks the degeneracy between the different ground state 
sublevels. The energy splitting is very small in comparison 
with the local thermal velocity dispersion. However, the 
mixing that follows de-excitation into this state will lead to 
randomization of the off-diagonal elements in the ground 
state density matrix prior to the next radiative excitation. 
For this to be important, we require that the classical cyclo-
tron frequency -3(B/1IlG) Hz exceed the radiative excita-
tion time-scale, -lOU! (ne/107 em -3) Hz, which, in tum, 
must exceed the collision frequency (ct. equation 4.3). This 
is likely to be satisfied in the case of magnetically confined 
clouds. Under these circumstances, it is convenient to work 
in basis states referred to the magnetic field direction 
instead of to the incident beam. As an ion passes through 
several cycles of excitation and de-excitation, the ground 
state density matrix will quickly approach a limit that is, in 
general, quite different from the limit in the unmagnetized, 
radiative mixing case. The scattered radiation then exhibits 
quite different polarization properties that will reflect the 
direction of the magnetic field and the transition involved. 
A more detailed discussion of the magnetic mixing case will 
be discussed elsewhere (cf. also Goldreich & Kylafis 1981, 
1982). 
6.2 Kinematical inferences 
Assuming that resonance scattering contributes to the flux 
in the absorption-line troughs, we can use polarization 
observations to decide whether this scattered flux is present 
in the emission line and its redward extension as might be 
expected if receding gas is directly observable. If so, this 
would support an equatorial outflow model. However, if 
there are bipolar jets launched from an optically-thick 
accretion disc then only the approaching component will be 
seen and excess polarized flux should only be measured in 
the blueward extension of the line. 
The actual shape of the absorption trough, which varies 
from line to line and object to object, also contains kine-
matic information. Its smoothness implies that the absorb-
ing gas either comprises a continuous wind flow, as in the 
model of Murray et al. (1995), or many clouds, as in the 
model of e.g. Arav & Begelman (1994). If we adopt a cover-
ing solid angle for the BAL gas QBALR -1 srad and a total 
BAL column density - 3 x 1020 cm -2, then the wind dis-
charge in a typical quasar with L46 -1 is bounded by 
M;:;:0.03(RBALR/1 pc) Mo yr-l. If the troughs are partially 
filled with scattered radiation then this will automatically 
lead to a smooth profile as long as the lines are totally 
absorbing. With a thermal velocity dispersion in the absorb-
ing gas -10 km s-\ this requires at least 3000 individual 
clouds along a line of sight. If these clouds are freely 
expanding then, whatever their initial size, they will expand 
to become almost contiguous in phase-space (i.e. they will 
form a wind) as they double their radius. One difficulty with 
a wind model (addressed by Murray et al. 1995) is that the 
ionization parameter will be U _106 L46R;' 1, orders of mag-
nitude larger than the value generally supposed for the 
range of ionization states observed in absorption. If the 
clouds are confined so as to maintain U -0.1, then their 
characteristic sizes will be extremely small, ~ 108 R ~L461 
cm. 
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6.3 Dynamical considerations 
The very presence of absorption-line troughs informs us 
that momentum is removed from the radiation field by the 
accelerating gas (e.g. Weymann et al. 1982). If we ignore a 
slight correction for preferential back-scattering, then the 
radial acceleration of a fluid element is 
(6.1) 
where v(Fv( is the radiative flux per In v( for each contribut-
ing line and J is the mass flux (cf. Arav & Begelman 1994). 
Equation (6.1) has the implication that if there are no signi-
ficant non-radiative forces and the flow is purely radial, 
then 
(6.2) 
where the subscript Q denotes a quantity per srad. This is 
just an expression of momentum conservation. It is not clear 
how much radiative acceleration is associated with the far-
UV (Korista et al. 1993). However, on the basis of this 
simple estimate, we can bound the mass discharge in a 
purely radiatively driven flow 
(6.3) 
It is then required that R ~ 1017L 46Q-1 cm, in order to have 
enough column density to produce deep troughs. This is 
smaller than the estimated size of the BELR. Although 
none of these estimates can be regarded as secure at this 
stage, it is clearly worth considering alternative accelerating 
agents such as cosmic rays (Begelman, de Kool & Sikora 
1991), dust acceleration (Scoville & Norman 1995), thermal 
pressure (Weymann et al. 1982) and the magnetic field 
(EBS). 
6.4 Continuum polarization . 
A long-standing puzzle concerning continuum observations 
of quasars is the low value observed for the linear polariza-
tion in the optical and UV continuum. In most cases the 
polarization is found to be '" 1-3 per cent (Stockman et al. 
1979). Furthermore, in the case of radio-loud objects, the 
polarization direction is often found to be aligned parallel 
to the radio source axis. This behaviour is in marked con-
trast to the expectations of optically thick, geometrically 
thin accretion disc models, which usually have an electron 
scattering atmosphere that ought to impose a polarization 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis with a degree that can 
be as large as 12 per cent, depending upon the observer's 
latitude and the relative importance of absoI"J?tive and scat-
tering opacity (e.g. Laor, Netzer & Piran 1990). 
One way of reconciling these observations with the theo-
retical e;x:pectation of a disc flow is to suppose that accretion 
discs contain strong magnetic fields that can Faraday depo-
larize the emergent radiation. In order for this to occur, 
there must be a few radians rotation of the plane of polariz-
ation in the final Thomson scattering optical depth. This will 
occur for wavelengths 
A;C; 1000 -- A. ( B )-112 
1000 G 
(6.4) 
Field strengths as large as '" 100-1000 G have been invoked 
to drive accretion flows close to the black hole. [Note that if 
the radiation is approximately thermal with an effective 
temperature T(r) ",hc/3A, then condition (6.4) can be 
rewritten as a condition that the ratio of the magnetic pres-
sure to the photospheric radiation pressure exceed 0.01, 
independent of wavelength. Again, this does not seem too 
difficult to satisfy.] The small wavelength-independent con-
tinuum polarization that is observed might be imposed 
externally through electron scattering, or it might be a limit-
ing polarization from the disc atmosphere. 
In a remarkable recent observation, Koratkar et al. 
(1995) (cf. also Impey et al. 1995) have used the Hubble 
Space Telescope to measure polarization blueward of the 
Lyman continuum and find that it increases to a value 
'" 10-20 per cent. Curiously, this apparent edge in the 
polarized flux is not matched by an edge in the total flux. It 
seems simplest to attribute this radiation to an increasing 
fraction of non-thermal synchrotron emission from a corona 
to thermal radiation from the disc with decreasing radius 
and increasing frequency (cf. Rauch & Blandford 1991). In 
this case, the strong differential rotation is likely to produce 
a toroidal magnetic field and a polarization vector parallel 
to the symmetry axis. 
6.5 Unification and grand unification 
The (by now) standard and unifying explanation for the 
difference between type 1 and type 2 Seyfert galaxies is that 
although they are similar types of AGN, the former is 
viewed at high latitude and the latter at low latitude, so that 
the central continuum source and the BELR are obscured 
by an orbiting torus. The broad permitted lines from Seyfert 
2 nuclei are then supposed to be formed through reflection 
by free electrons at high latitude. This model is consistent 
with the observation that the polarization direction in Sey-
fert 2 galaxies is typically perpendicular to the projected 
radio source axes in contrast to the situation in Seyfert 1 
galaxies where the polarization direction is parallel. 
Now, although a few Seyfert galaxies exhibit compar-
atively narrow, blueshifted absorption lines, there are no 
cases where lines as broad as 30 000 km S -1 are seen. It is 
therefore not certain how to relate BALOs to their lower 
power, Seyfert counterparts. Ifwe adopt the equatorial out-
flow model and suppose that they are related to the Seyfert 
2 galaxies, then the fact that the polarization direction is 
maintained through the trough suggests that, if there is 
resonance-line scattering, then the polarization direction is 
perpendicular to the projected source symmetry axis, oppo-
site to the prediction of the models. Conversely, if we sup-
pose that BALs are bipolar outflows driven by radiation 
pressure in very powerful ionization cones (e.g. Wilson 
1995), and that we only see the approaching jet, then the 
polarization will be perpendicular to the source axis, con-
sistent with the models. 
Theories of grand unification strive to relate radio-loud to 
radio-quiet sources. One of the most striking properties of 
BALOs is that they appear to be completely absent among 
radio-loud objects. If the outflow turns out to be equatorial, 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288,19-42 
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then we should probably interpret this absence by deducing 
that it originates at such a small radius that it precludes the 
existence of a polar jet. If the BAL outflow turns out to be 
polar, then this will probably indicate that the jet speed is 
too low for there to be highly efficient acceleration of rela-
tivistic electrons, as is the case in expanding supernova rem-
nants. The formation of relativistic jets may require the 
presence of a rapidly spinning black hole and the absence of 
a central cluster of mass-losing stars (e.g. Perry & Williams 
1993; Blandford 1994; Scoville & Norman 1995), both long-
lived characteristics of a galactic nucleus. It is therefore to 
be expected that radio-loud quasars should not exhibit 
polarized resonance scattering in the way that their radio-
quiet counterparts do. 
6.6 Observational tests 
We conclude by summarizing the principal observational 
tests that can be used to diagnose BALOs. First, one of our 
basic hypotheses - that the continuum is uniformly polar-
ized - can be substantiated through measuring the polariza-
tion in several more objects and over a broader range of 
wavelengths. Secondly, high-dispersion spectroscopy can be 
used to measure line profiles in both radio-quiet quasars 
and BALOs. It will be of particular interest to determine if 
the line wings are intrinsically irregular or smooth. If they 
are irregular, then this will rule out the presence of a strong 
scattering component. If, however, they are smooth and 
symmetric, then this may point to an electron-scattering 
origin. By contrast, broad, smooth yet asymmetric wings are 
a signature of resonance-line scattering. The net equivalent 
width of the resonance-scattering component may be as 
much as 10 per cent ofthe full line equivalent width, and the 
velocity width as much as 30000 km S-1. A particularly 
intriguing example is provided by the Mg II BALO Mrk 231 
(Smith et al. 1995). Thirdly, if there is evidence for reso-
nance-line scattering in both radio-quiet quasars and 
BALO, then, in the former case, the polarization of the 
emission lines can be measured in more objects to verify 
that they are generally unpolaru;ed (excepting semiforbid-
den lines) but possess broad wings of polarized flux. The 
effect should be much stronger in singlet J = 0 ~ 1 lines than 
in the more common doublet transitions. The singlet lines 
expected to be prominent in absorption include C III 977, 
N rv )'765, 0 v ),630, Mg 1),2853, Al II ),1671 and Si III ),1207 
(cf. Verner, Barthel & Tytler 1994). Finally, and this is the 
key result of this paper, if a resonance-scattered component 
can be detected, through either its total or, more convinc-
ingly, its polarized flux, then it should be a good diagnostic 
of the overall disposition of gas in the nucleus of the quasar 
(cf. Hamann et al. 1993). If only blue shifted resonance-line 
radiation is seen in BALOs, then this will be consistent with 
a bipolar jet model (which we observe from close to the jet 
axis). Alternatively, if the resonance-scattered radiation 
extends into the red wing of the BALO, then this will be 
compatible with the more widely supported equatorial out-
flow model. Similar fluxes of partially polarized scattered 
resonance-line radiation should be seen in non-BAL radio-
quiet quasars where the line of sight does not intercept the 
scattering gas. A more detailed analysis of the polarized line 
profile might reveal rotation in the outflow. Most interest-
ing of all, though, would be the failure to detect any 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
evidence of resonance-scattered radiation, which may call 
into question the standard interpretation of quasar BALs. 
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APPENDIX A: POLARIZATION 
SCATTERING MATRIX 
In this appendix, we describe how to compute the scatter-
ing matrix for scattering of polarized radiation when the 
radiation field is axisymmetric with respect to the direction 
r. We assume radiative mixing of the ground sublevels when 
Jg "2:.1. Let the incident photons be characterized by the 
wavevector ni = (sin 8i cos <Pi' sin 8i sin <Pi' cos 8i) and polariz-
ation vector e ~, where ex = II, J.. are the components parallel 
and perpendicular to the r-ni plane. 
Adopting the notation of Paper I, the matrix elements are 
given by 
Meg(e~I)=[2-112 cos 8iei<PiR;;\ -sin 8iR~g, 
_2- 112 cos 8ie-i<PiR~] (AI) 
M (e i )=[2-112iei<PiR-l 02- 112ie- i<PiR 1] 
egl.. eg" eg. 
We now expand our basis eigenstates with respect to r so 
that both the ground and excited density matrices will be 
diagonal and we write the ground state occ~ation proba-
bilities as Pg, -Jg-::;;g-::;;Jg, normalized so that L.,gpg= 1. (Note 
that pg=p_g.) In equilibrium, the excited state occupation 
probabilities are given by 
Pe= f dO i E %.Meg(e~)p~~(e~), (A2) 
where dOi = sin 8i d8i d<Pi and %. is the photon occupation 
number (assumed «1) in the polarization state e~. Aver-
aging over azimuth, this becomes 
(A3) 
The scattered radiation field is given by 
(A4) 
e.g 
where the outgoing wavevector is given by no = 
(sin 80 cos <Po, sin 80 sin <Po, cos 80 ) and the polarization vec-
tors now refer to the r-no plane. The direct substitution of 
equation (A3) into equation (A4) and averaging over the 
azimuth <Po gives 
hll = ~ H cos2 80[(R.-~ll)2 + (R;e_1Y] + sin2 80(R~e)2} 
. " 1 -1 2 1 2 1l.l. =:- 2 [(Ree+l) + (R ee - 1)] 
x H (%11 cos2 8i + % .L)[Ce+l(Re~ll)2 + Ce- 1 (R~e_l)2] 
+ %11 sin2 8iCe(R~e)2}, 
jll.L =j.LII=O. 
From equation (AS) we obtain the scattering matrix S, 
defined by the relation 
where JII=JIIII , and similarly for J.L. 
The elements of S are given by 
Silil = ~ H cos2 80[(Re~ll)2 + (R~e_l)2] + sin2 80(R~e)2} 
x H cos2 8i[Ce+l (R~ll)2 + Ce_1(R;e_l)2] 
+ sin28iCe(R~e)2}, 
SII.L = ~ H cos280[(Re~ll)2 + (R~e_l)2] + sin2 80(R~e)2} 
x {~COS2 8.[Ce+l (Re~ll)2 + Ce_1 (R~e_l)2] 
+ sin2 8iCe(R~e)2}, 
(A6) 
(A7) 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
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SH = I ~ [(Re:~1)2 + (R;e_l)2] 
e 
Noting the relations 
(R;'~1)2= (R ~e_e_l)2 
(R~e)2 = (R~e_e)2, 
we obtain simpler relations 
S-LII = I ~ [(Re:~1)2 + (R;e_l)2] 
e 
1 
SH = I 2 [(Re:~1)2+ (R;e_l)2] x Ce+l(Re:~1)2 
e 
(AS) 
(A9) 
(AW) 
The population of the ground state sublevels after the 
scattering is given by 
(All) 
. 28 (RO)2-+sm 0 gg Pg • 
APPENDIX B: EQUATORIAL FLOW MODEL 
We model an equatorial flow using oblate spheroidal 
coordinates, referred to a circular disc of radius d, 
x=d cosh Ii sin A cos ¢ 
y=d cosh Ii sin A sin ¢ (Bl) 
z=d sinh Ii cos A, 
setting A = constant along a flow line. For the velocity field, 
we adopt 
vp = it (sinh2 Ii + cos2 A)1/2=A (1/sin A _1/rl12) 
v", = (p cosh Ii sin A ex 1/cosh Ii sin A =B/r sin 8. (B2) 
The equation of a Sobolev surface corresponding to 
equation (4.4) is given by 
© 1997 RAS, MNRAS 288, 19-42 
VI =d (it sinh Ii sin A cos ¢ - (p cosh Ii sin A sin ¢) sin 80 
+ do it cosh Ii cos A cos 80 
{ A [r l12 - (d sin ,1,)112] } 
= [r sin A (sinh2 Ii + cos2m A) y12 
x (sinh Ii sin A cos ¢ sin 80 + cosh Ii cos A cos 80) 
B sin ¢ sin 80 
r sin 8 
where r=d (sinh2 Ii + sin2 ,1,)112. 
(B3) 
The conserved number flux corresponding to equation 
(AS) is 
N(A) dA=M (Ii, A)d3 it cosh Ii sin A (sinh2 Ii + cos2 A) dA 
(B4) 
and the density is 
n(li, ,1,)= (B5) 
where h (A) is a function to be specified. 
These relations are sufficient to compute the Sobolev 
optical depth along a ray. 
APPENDIX C: BIPOLAR FLOW MODEL 
We model a bipolar outflow using a simple model in which 
the poloidal velocity lies on level surfaces (~2 = constant) of 
the paraboloidal coordinate system in which 
X=~1~2 cos ¢ 
(C1) 
We adopt simple, kinematic prescriptions for the poloidal 
and toroidal velocity components describing an accelerating 
flow in which mechanical angular momentum is con-
served: 
. B 
V"'=¢~1~2=-' ~1~2 
where r = (~i + ~~)/2 and A, B are constants. 
(C2) 
The equation of a Sobolev surface is given by 
v • n = VI = constant. Making use ofthe relations 
~1 = (r +z)1I2=rl12(1 + cos 8)112 
(C3) 
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we obtain 
VI = (~) [1 - (1 - cos eY/2] 
,1/2 (I-cos ey12 
= [(1 + cos e)l12 cos ¢ sin eo + (1- cos e)l12 cos eo] (C4) 
-B sin ¢ sin eo/' sin e, 
where n = (sin eo, 0, cos eo). This can be solved as a quad-
ratic for, 1/2. 
Since ~2 = constant along a streamline, the number flux 
across the surface z = constant with ~2 in d~2 must be inde-
pendent of ~1 and therefore satisfies 
N(~2) d~2=n(~1> ~2)~I~I~2(~i+ ~i) d~2· (C5) 
Hence 
n(~l' ~2)= 
. .,)1- cos ef(~2)/[ -F2Av' sin e(l- .,)1- cos e)], 
(C6) 
wheref(~2) is a function to be specified. 
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